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INTRODUCTION 

This proposal for a n~.rective was drawn up under the European Communities' 

Environment Action: Progt'Nnme 1 and Social Programme~ all of which underline 

the need for action on th~ ~oise emitted b,y noise sources in the environment 

and at the workplace. The ne·-.;. to approximate legislation on construction 
. . 3 

plant and equipment is also stre~~ed in the Supplement of 21 'MB\Y' 1973 

included by the Council, on a propo~~l from the Commission, in the general 

programme of 28 M8\Y 1969 to remove tec~5 cal barriers to trade in industrial 

products~ 

The proposal also follows up the statement made by the Ministers of the 

t:nvironm· '.t when they adopted Direct~ve 79/113/EEC on the approximation of 

tht> lawe c>f the Member· Sta:tes relating to the determination of the noise 

emissioL o£· ~onstruction plant and equipment. They stated that the purpose 
I -

of the Iirective was to enable a limit to be fixed, in separate Directives, 

- to the sound emission level of machines and, if necessary, to the sound pressure 

level at the operator's positiono All the technical par~iculars relating to 

measurements at the operator's position would be entered in an annex to the 

separate Directives for each machine in question. 

BACKGROUND 

The main aim of the package of proposals for directives presented to the 

Council on noise from construction plant and equipment6 
was to protect the 

environment. It became clear during preparation of these proposal_s, 

particularly the proposal on noise emitted b,y jackhammers, that the noise 

level at the operator~s position also bad to be determineds 

1 OJ No 112, 20 December 1973 and OJ Wo C 139, 13 June 1977 
2 0J No C 165, 11 July 1978 
3 OJ No C 38, 5 June 1973 
4 OJ No C 76, 1.7 June 1969 
5 0J No L 33, 8 February 1979 
6 OJ lfo C 82, 14 April 1975 
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Noise-induced hearing loss is a major problem in our industrialized 

society. A large number of studies 1have demonstra;~ed that the probability 

of permanent hearing damage caused qy noise is ·directly related to the 

noise level and length of exposure of the person concernedo It is hence 

essential, in order to protect the hearing of operators of construction 

plant and equipment, to know the value of the pall'ameters for measuring 

their exposure to noise. 

~~: ',·.:. ,....... ~= r.:.athod makes it possible to measure the noise generated by .machines at 

·. ·~·-,;:nii,· ~~-ra~~"'ii>;.}I"VS~":lou;··-tbe noise level being "\'m'e of these parameters. 

The length of exposure can be calculated from the work performed by the 

machine. 

~ISL4TIOH IN THE MEMBER STATE5 

There are at presen·~ g'!lac:"'al laws in the Member States on the health and 

safety of workers and occupatic,nt.J hygiene and safety. They generally 

stipulate that noise and vibrations muPt n~t exceed a level compatible with 

the health of employees exposed. Every effort IIIIl.St be made to reduce 

excessive noise and/or vibration at source. If noise cannot be sufficiently 

reduced by means of available technology, employers must in theory provide 

employees with individual protective equipment or reduce their length of 

exposure to the noise by means of llork-breaks, for instance. 

These ideas are often couched in different terms'from one Member State to 

another; the legislation mq be more or less coercive and mq include practic 

instructions on steps to be taken or measuring methods to be used. The fact 

that these practical instructions and measuring methods also differ from one 

Member State to another~ have a direct effect on'the establishment or 

functioning of the cOIIIDOil market. 

1) O&l1Sed lv' noise EOil 5398&/1975 •• .. 
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There are rio special laws in the Member States on construction plant and 

equipment, which is covered by general legislation. -. 

LEGAL BASIS 

Because the general provisions differ from one Member State to another, 

they 1118\Y' give rise to barriers to trade when they affect products. This 

proposal for a Directive supplements Directive 79/113/EEC. The Annex to 

that Directive l~s down the technica~ methods of rl.~termining tl)e so~d 
"··~~a'~'J~~~t:~"t10l&tru.ction equipment, which is -'eL"Sential for assessing 

the ac' . .-stio impact of a machine on the environment. This proposal adds 

a seco 1 Annex to the Directive l~ing down the method of' determining the 
I 

· ~noiae Jb~~l of machines at the operator's position. 

The Commission therefore proAents this proposal for a Directive under 

Article 100 of the EEC Treaty. 

CONSULTATJ;ON OF THE PARTIES CONCERNED 

In preparing this Directive the Commission held extensive meetings with the 

parties concerned, i.e. the Advisory Committee on Safety, J:brgiene and Health 

Protection at Work, the CECE (Committee for European Construction Equip~ent 

(manufacturers)) and the International E1u"opean Construction Federation 

(entrepreneurs/users). 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION 

/ . 
During its work on this proposal, the Commission liaised with the_ISO/TC 43 

Secretariat, which is preparing BD international -standard for the measurement 

of noise perceived ~ operators • 

.. 
The aim of' thia cooperation ia to arrive at a mif'cma interu:UOl'lal solution 

to this problem, to facilitate world trade. 
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Proposal for a 

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 

amending Directive 79/113/EEC on the approximation of the laws of 
the Member States relating to the determination of the noise emission 

of construction plant and equipment 

<submitted to the Council by the Commission) 

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,• 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 

and in particular Article 100 thereof, 

Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 

Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee, 

Whereas provisions the purpose of which is to limit noise at positions 

of work and methods of measuring noise differ from one Member State to 

another, which means that~ when applied to construction 'plant, they 

constitute a barrier to trade in such plant, whereas such provisions should 

therefore be approximated; 

Whereas Directive 79/113/EEC1 seeks to harmonize methods of measuring 

the sound levels of construction plant and equipment; 

Whereas on the occasion of the Council meeting held on 18 and 19 December 

1978, the Ministers for the Environment stated that the technical provisions_

for the measurement of noise at the operator's position should appear in 

the Annexes to the separate Directive for each machine in question; 

Whereas all the general technical provisions relating to the determination . 
of the noise emissions of construction plant and equipment should be 

consolidated in one Directive; 

• HAS ADOPTED THIS DIREtTIVE: · 

• 

• 
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Article 1 

Directive 19/113/EEC is nereby amended as follows: 

1. Article 2 shall be replaced by the following: 

"Article 2 -------
1. Where a separate Directive provides for the determination of 

the noise emission of the construction plant and equipment 
referred ~o in Article 1, such emission shall be determined in 
accordance with the requirements of Annex I. 

2. Where a separate Directive provides for the determination of the 
noise emission at operator's positions of the construction plant 
.and· equipment referred to in Article 1, such emission shall be 

•. ,·.. -· > .·.~...-'.~"'-determined in accordance with 'the requirements of Annex ·rr. 

2. The Ar tex shall be amended a~ rollows: 

(a) The heading "Annex" shall be repla-ced by the heading "Annex I". 

("b) Paragra.phs 4• 2 ~d 6. 5 shall be deleted. 

3. An Annex II shall be added, the -text of which is annexed to this Directive. 

••• 

Article 2 

Member States-shall bring into force the laws, regulat~ons and 
administrative provisions :...ecessa.ry to comply with this Directive 
within eighteen months of its.notification. They shall forthwith 
inform the Commission thereof. 

Member States shall communicate to the Commission the texts of the 
provisions of national· law which they adopt in. the Held governed 
by this Directive. 

,.. 
· Article 3~ 

This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 

Done at Eruasela, 

· ... , ... 
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-TB.·em -~this· merth~···u ·-to· 4e,~- iJia. J!C£.- end.tt:Ed~- ~t. the. p,ositiODS- · 
of- tne- opera~ ~· tile m&CA:in9s. a:e:r~ ia hti.cl• 1. OJ£ tMs ~ve •. 

·The. ·v&l~·· ~- 11¥ ---this··.method-.. be. sed. ·as tf!e. -data tar-~
.li-mit& to· noise a.ission ·:fromi ~eSJ at the q}e.ra.t.ors' poBiticms. ·. Sa:ve· 
as ~i!O~se· iuciica'ted1 these val\lea ·mc~ude all ~ol.~so · 

. - .. ' ' 

. . This~ ae'thod is. ~plicabl&. 'WliU$· ~te dir&ettves-· lrq- doWn. differ_etii' - - . 
or·· supp1em~ p~orlsions.· taking_ i.nto ·ae;;·~ the p~ar _ ~~cteristics 
c£ ~. ·t»es o~ -~ine:-

2•- SOOPB· 

2e 1·- \)p! .rif Jl&ise ·~ 

·This method. is ;-li.~a~a ·to al1 -Qpet! of aoi~e geJlSrated ai- th8 pos:iti.O!lS 
ot operatam. •nlf:ilnes.. · - · 

2o 2.. !zpe·. of· t:erri-

T:nis; ~iteth.od .. shaJlt-heu$ect.~hen:t:e:sts;,_ .e,.g& ~~ ~tE?:.v· aft:,made Gil 

mac:llinea' With one ~ ~e ·ape];atorst· ·p·csi:!;iQn-s to. detftmime ~he s01md_ 
emiss-iOtli level:s It; is- --~ a\pplicable fer -~ to ·dete-rmiD& directly 
ihe:, lew-1.- ot SEJt ·opera.~tts ~~e &iflds p:O$ition.e · 

. ' . . . ' . . (- ' . 

--~-the~ or &is~- -u. .. Situ;tioa-~----~ macWne ~.a:.~on _ 
woiB ilot·i.D!ftJ1vGd iaiW-~-i& !Kft-OOBS~ :.'18:,a.·~-ter•s ... 
posiftCB'h . . - . ' ' . . 
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DEFINITIONS 

3.1. Qperator is ~y person whose presence is n~cessary for the 
normal operation of the machine. ·;~ 

3.2. Equivalent continuous A-weighted soUI1d pressure level LA (T), 
expressed in dB, is the quadrati~ mean i~.th respect to time eq 
of the sound pressure over the measureme:nt interval and is obtained from 
the f~llowing formula : 

wher• • • 

p(t) is the sound pressure .. 
:PC' is a reference pressure of 20 pa 

T "" the measurement timen 

4• . CRITEltl Q:t{ ·110 BE USED TO EXP~S RESULTS 

lflle acoustic criterion for t.h~ positions of operators of construct.ion 
plant and equipment is expressbd cy the equivalent continuous A-weighted 
sound pre~sure level LAeq(T). 

5• MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

The specifications laid down in Chapter 5 of Annex I are to be used, with the 
extra requirement added to paragraph 5~3, that the external diameter of the -
microphone must not exceed 13 mm. 

6. OPERATORS 

The separate Directives speoif,r the positions Wbioh operators are to occupy 
during the tests. 

6.1. Clothing specifications 

During the measurements, operators must wear normal working clothes and 
the equipment (e.g. safet,y helmet) normally prescribed for the operator's 
position in question~ 

···I··· .. 
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6.2. Height specifications 

~.2.1. Standing operator 
. .-"'I·} 

\. . -......... . 
The operator's height (wearing shoes) must be between 1.62 m and 1.87 m. 

I' 
l 

I . I 
I 
I 

I 

Seated operator 

'· · · '.l.'he. height of an operator wheri seated must be between 0.85 m and 1.02 m, 
as shown in figure 1. 

~ -·- ----------
fig .. 1 

" ~ I'. • • t ' ~ ~"·· 

I 

A • height of operator When seated 

:MICROPHONE LOCATIONS 

General 

For each operator's position, only one microphone location is laid down; 
it is ~pacified in the annexes to the separate Directives. General 
guidance for microphone location is given in paragraphs 7•2 and 7•3• 

7•2• Microphone location with no operator nresent 

7•2•1• At the operator's Rosition (standing ooerator) 

The microphone is placed at the posi t1on normally occupied by' the operator, 
at a height of 1·60 m above the surface on which the Operator stands • 

... ,~ .. 
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7.2.2. At the operator's position {seated operator) 

The microphone is placeq at point A in Figure 2• 

LOCATION OF THE MICROPHONE WHEN THE OPERATOR IS SEATED 

·(measurements with no operator present) 

150 +20 mm· ,- . 

• 

• 

A is the microphone position 

J.:: :'· ,, .... ' 

4t 

fig. 2 

I 
·I 

AI 

R is the seat reference point as defined b.1 ISO 5353 : 1978. 
The point is to be determined with the seat placed as near 
~ possible to the mid-point of its horizontal and vertical 
adjustment range, the suspension being depressed until the 
seat reaches the mid-point of its dynamic range. 

7•3• Microphone locations with operator present 

The microphone is place$ : (a) to the side ~f the head where LA.e (T) is 
highest, a.nd (b) at 200.:. 20 mm from the median plane of the he~qand in 
line with the eyes. 
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l!g3 : To facilitate the placing of the microphone, it can conveniently 
be mounted on a frame or the helmet ~r a shoulder harness worn 
by the operator. 

For measurements when the operator is seated, the seat must be adjusted 
to al~ow the operator to reach the machine controls comfortably. 

8. ; ENVI.R01lME:NTAL CONDITIONS 
I 

Measuring site 

The machine is to be installed in coriditions identical to those specified 
in paragraph 6 .. 3 of .Annex I • 

·: ·. · · ~:/,>~~ · ··l§i~-:tground n£!;~ .f. 

[b 

I 
Background noise at each microphone locat1on must be at least 10 d.B(A). 
lower than the noise level emitted b,y the machineo 

9• INSTALLATION AND OPERATING CONDITIONS . 

9 • 1. General 

The precise conditiol~ rP~red for installing and operating the machine 
are laid down in the annexeb to the separate Directives. 

These conditions must be typical ci~aP.r of normal use or of a prescribed 
mode of use which will cause the noise ~~nerated at the operator's position 
to be similar to that emitted under normal U£~ (see paragraph 6.2.2 of 
.Annex I). 

These conditions must, if possible, be identified to those laid do~u in 
the anne~es to the separate Directives on the determination of the sound 
power level of the machine. 

9.2.. Ooeration of machines with ad·ustable features such as windows 
that mgy be ooened 

9• 2.1. If the machine has any adjustable features which, a:l though not 
directly associated with its operation, will affect the value of LA (T), 
separate tests must be carried out and a rsport made thereon. eq 
Precise details of features to be taken into consideration will be included 
in the annexes to the separate Directives. 

9• 2. 2. A machine having an operator 'a cab Hi th doors and windows that ma;:r · 
be opened during normal use mwrt ' 

.... ···I··· - , ........... 
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a) if not fitted with full air-conditioning equipment, be tested in 
both open and closed conditions. Where the windows are closed, 
any air-circulating fan or pressurizing system must operate at 
maximum ra~e. The highest LA {T) values must be used for. both 
open and closed conditions4 eq · 

• 

b) if fitted with fUll air-conditioning equipment, be tested with 
'the windows closed and the air-circulating·fan or fans operating at 
their'maximum rate •. 

9·2·3· The warmin~up of the machine.(temperature, oil, etc.) must be 
carried out in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. If the 
machine is fitted with fuel tanks, these must ~ot be more than half full. 

10. ]'<~AND C!LCULATION OF RmULTS 

1 o. 1. . gasurement interval T 

The mea•~ement interval Tat each microphone location is to be specified 
in the 1eparate Directives. As a guide, it must be at least 15 seconds or, 
in the case of a work cycle, equal to the d~ation of a whole number of 
work cycles •. 

10.2. Determination ivalent continuous A-wei ted sound nressure 
level LA T eq 

This level is obtained either directly b,y integrating p2(t) or b,y sampling 
of the pressure level L A · 

p • 

10.2.1. ]OC integrating p(t)2 

LAe (T) m~ be directly.obtained.b.Y integrating the square of the A-weighted 
q sound pressure dur~ng a per~od equal to the measurement interval · in . 

accordance with the formula given in paragraph 3· 2. Digi. tal or analog integration 
~ be used, e.g. with an integrator sound level meter. 

10. 2. 2. By using the A-weie;hted sound pressure levels LpA 

The sound pressure level L A is measured b,y means of an instrument defined in 
paragraph 5· 2 of Annex I • P · 

If a sound level meter is used, a numb~r of readings are taken at each 
measuring point at a sampling rate of 1 of the measurement interval T. 

/ . At 

In this case, La · (T) is obtained from the following formula 1 ... eq . J N . 
L (T) 10 1 1 L 100.1 Lpai · :Aeq • · og _ a 

10 If 
1•1 

~··I·•· 
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X • T is the number of samples 
Ai 

',_' 

LpAi is the A-weighted sound pressure level of the sample i. 

Note : the t value chosen will affect the degree of precision of the 
result. This value mq have to be defined in the annexes to the 
separate Direct~v~s. 

10.3. Measurement of ambient conditions 

The requirements are laid down in paragraph 7.1. 3 of Annex I'. 

10.4. Corrections to be made to measurements 

10.4.1. Ambient co:r..ditions (temperature, humidi_t;r,, altitude, etc.) 

The requirements are laid down in paragraph 8.6. 3 of Annex I. 

Additional corrections ~ have to be made to take account of the pressure 
of a pressurized cab. 

Background noise 

No correction is to be made for background noise. 

11. IMPULSIVE NOISE 

The question of whether and in what wa:y impulsive noise ought to be 
specially measured at the operator's pQs:i.tion will be considered by the 
Committee on Adaptation to Technical Progresse 

12. DATA TO BE RECORDED 

The test report must contain the data needed to measure noise at operators' 
positions in accordance with Section 10 of Annex I. 

Additional im"ormation must be given on the l93'out of the operator's positi~ 
in particular the cab, during the measurements. 

The report must also confirm that the equivalent continuous A-weighted 
sound pressure levels LA (T) were obtained strictly according to this 
measurement method and _eq the separate Directives. 

Ifote 1 - If the measurements at the operator's position are carried out 
when the sound pressure level of the machine is-determined, the 
data ~t be recorded in a single rep'ort. 
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